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unquestioned utility, and absolutely valid for a large number
of people.   We must not, however, make it the sole principle
of instruction, for there exists a large group of children who
require a third type of education, namely, individual education.
3, Individual Education.—In applying this method, all
the rules, principles, and methods of instruction that hold
good for collective education must become subordinated to
the one purpose of bringing out the specific individuality
of the pupil.   This aim is directly opposed to that of collective
education, which seeks to level out and to make uniform.
All those children or pupils who make a successful resistance
to  collective  education,  require  individual  consideration.
Among such children we very naturally encounter many diverse
types.   We have first to mention those who are not amenable
to education as a result of pathological degeneration.  These
generally belong to the mentally defective group.   There are,
however, others who are by no means unamenable to educa-
tion, who, on the contrary, exhibit special aptitudes, but
of a very peculiar and one-sided nature.   The most frequent
of such peculiarities is the incapacity to understand any
form of mathematics that is not expressed in concrete numbers.
For this reason higher mathematics ought always to be
optional in schools, since the development of the capacity
for logical thinking is in no way connected with it.   For the
individuals mentioned above, mathematics is quite meaningless,
and only needless torment.   The truth is that mathematics
presupposes, a definite type of psychological make-up that
is by no means universal and that cannot be acquired.   For
those who do not possess this ability mathematics becomes
merely a subject to be memorized, just as one memorizes
a series of meaningless words.   Such persons may, however,
be highly gifted in every other way, and may either possess
already the capacity for logical thinking, or have a better
chance of acquiring it by direct instruction in logic.
Strictly speaking, of course, a deficiency in mathematical
capacity is not to be taken as an individual peculiarity.

